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(54) Video coding method and device, related scalable bitstream and computer program product

(57) An encoder device (SE) allows generating, start-
ing from a sequence (IS) of digital video pictures, a time-
scalable encoded bitstream (SB) obtained by applying
to the pictures a hierarchical prediction (P) wherein the
pictures are organised in Groups Of Picture or GOPs
including:
- base time layer (L0) pictures, designated Key Picture
and suitable for encoding a Inter or Intra, with and without
motion-compensated prediction respectively,

- higher time layer (L1, L2, L3) pictures, adapted to be
selectively eliminated to effect time scalability of the en-
coded scalable bitstream (SB).
Carried out for such purpose is the detection (IB) of the
possible presence of scene changes (SC) in the se-
quence (IS) of digital video pictures, and, in the presence
of a scene change (SC), the first Key Picture after the
scene change (SC) is in any case encoded (120) as Intra
(I0).
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Description

Field of the invention

[0001] The present disclosure refers to the techniques for encoding digital video pictures.
[0002] In particular, the present disclosure was devised with reference to the techniques for encoding digital video
pictures in scalable form.
[0003] According to criteria schematically illustrated in Figure 1, a system for encoding videos is referred to as scalable
if, starting from an original sequence of pictures indicated with SO, it is capable of producing a "scalable" bitstream SBS
in that it is susceptible to be (partially) decoded in such a manner to obtain video signals which, with respect to the video
obtainable decoding the bitstream entirely, have:

- a low quality (quality scalability QS)
- a low spatial resolution (spatial scalability SS), and/or
- a low temporal resolution (temporal scalability TS).

Description of the related art

[0004] An example of video coding standard capable of bearing the temporal, spatial and quality scalability is the
technique known as Scalable Video Coding (SVC), which defines a set of scalable coding tools contained in an extension
of the H.264/AVC video coding standard: regarding this, see: H. Schwarz, D. Marpe and T. Wiegand, "Overview of the
Scalable Video Coding Extensions of the H.264/AVC Standard", IEEE Trans. On Circ. and Sys. for Video Tech., vol.
52, pp. 420-434, Dec. 2007.
[0005] The difference between a traditional video coding/decoding system and a scalable system is schematically
illustrated in the two parts a) and b) of figure 2.
[0006] In a traditional system (Figure 2a), the original video signal IS is input into an encoder E, which outputs a
compressed bitstream BS. The bitstream BS is then intended to be decoded in a decoder D in such a manner to obtain
an output video sequence OS corresponding to a single representation of the original video signal. The sequence OS
is characterised by a given quality level, spatial resolution and temporal resolution, according to the coding parameters
used by the encoder to generate the bitstream BS.
[0007] In a scalable encoding system, for example according to the abovementioned SVC standard, as schematically
illustrated in Figure 2b, the encoder (scalable) SE produces a scalable bitstream SBS, from which it is then possible to
extract various sub-streams SST through a system indicated as extractor EX. The extractor EX receives at the input
parameters FRRQ regarding the quality and the desired spatial/ temporal resolution and it is capable of extracting from
the scalable bitstream SBS sub-streams which, once decoded by a compatible decoder D, produce a representation
OS of the original video signal characterised by the desired parameters.
[0008] As shown for exemplification purposes in Figure 3, a scalable bitstream typically contains a finite set of repre-
sentations of the original video signal, coded in the form of a hierarchy of layers (i.e. Layer 0, Layer 1, Layer 2, ...) with
the aim of obtaining a greater coding efficiency with respect to that obtainable by coding the same representations
separately through a traditional non-scalable coding system. The extractor EX thus allows the selection of the repre-
sentation to be decoded among those present in the scalable bitstream.
[0009] The compressed data forming the scalable bitstream SBS is organised in a series of packets made up of a
"header" (which contains syntax information) and a "payload" (which contains the actual compressed data). The extraction
operation is performed by removing from the scalable bitstream the packets not required to obtain the desired repre-
sentation. The removal occurs without decoding the payload, but simply relying on the information contained in the
header of each packet.
[0010] In case of a scene change in a video sequence it is convenient for the coding system to interrupt the classic
motion-compensated prediction scheme (typically the widely known I-B-B-P scheme), by dynamically reacting to the
situation through a suitable variation of the coding mode of the single pictures, selecting the type of coding (i.e. I, P or
B) in an adaptive manner.
[0011] A classic solution provides for that the P picture successive to the scene change be transformed into an I
picture, while the interposed B pictures maintain the same type of coding B. It is also possible to dynamically vary the
Intra Period (i.e. the distance between two Intra-pictures) and also disable the calculation of the movement between
moment of scene change, in order to reduce the computational complexity of the encoding.
[0012] It is known that when encoding a digital video the pictures may be encoded in Intra or Inter mode. In the Intra
mode the picture is encoded independently from the others, i.e. without using motion-compensated prediction. In the
Inter mode instead, the picture is encoded through motion-compensated prediction, using other pictures of the video
sequence as time reference.
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[0013] In order to obtain temporal scalability, the motion-compensated prediction structure is arranged as a hierarchy,
as shown for exemplification purposes in Figure 4. A time layer is assigned to each picture of the sequence. Used in
the example of Figure 4 are four layers, indicated as L0 (base layer), L1, L2 and L3). Motion-compensated prediction
(indicated with P) is performed under the condition that each picture belonging to a time layer Ln may only use pictures
belonging to time layers Lm with m≤n as reference. In this manner, each picture belonging to a generic time layer Ln
may be decoded independently from pictures belonging to higher time layers and thus temporal scaling of the bit-stream
may be performed by simply eliminating - from time to time - the data packets corresponding to the higher time layers,
given that the decoding of the pictures belonging to the remaining layers shall not be influenced thereby.
[0014] In order to perform the temporal scaling of the bitstream, the data packets corresponding to each picture contain
- in the header - the information of the time layer to which the picture itself belongs, in such a manner that the extractor
EX may know which packets of the bistream are to be discarded and which are not to be discarded.
[0015] Documents such as US-B-6 731 684, US-B-6 307 886, US-B 7 149 250, US-B-7 295 612 or US-B-6 914 937
describe various systems sharing the characteristic of having been conceived for a type of encoding non-scalable from
a time point of view, generally according to the classic I-B-B-P scheme widely used for MPEG-2 video applications.
Thus, these documents describe coding methods based on the picture type I, P or B.
[0016] Lastly, document US-B-6 480 543 cites a method for detecting a scene change in a video sequence.

Object and summary of the invention

[0017] The inventors observed that the solutions conceived for a type of encoding not scalable from a temporal point
of view do not take into account the particular hierarchical relation between the pictures of a video sequence that allows
obtaining temporal scalability. In particular, the inventors observed that, by applying such solutions to a video coding
system admitting temporal scalability, the bitstream produced would be jeopardised in its scaling functionalities, i.e.
actually no longer scalable or not uniformly scalable, given that the temporal prediction structure used in the GOP (Group
Of Pictures) in which the scene change occurs could be different from the structure used in all other GOPs. In addition,
the bitstream could also be poorly efficient in terms of compression/quality performance.
[0018] Additionally, the inventors observed that, though the issue regarding the adaptation of the video coding to the
scene changes has already been tackled, there arises the need to provide solutions applicable to time scalable coding
systems, and in particular solutions capable of obtaining an adaptation to the scene change in case of time scalable
coding systems, a problem yet to be tackled in the video coding context in case of scene change.
[0019] Thus, the object of the invention is that of meeting such need.
[0020] According to the invention, such object is attained due to a method having the characteristics referred to in the
claims that follow. Furthermore, the invention refers to a corresponding device (substantially a scalable encoder), as
well as a related bitstream and to a computer program product, loadable in the memory of at least one computer and
including software code portions capable of implementing the steps of the method when the product is run on at least
one computer. As used herein, reference to such computer program product is intended to be equivalent to the reference
to a computer-readable medium carrying instructions for the control of the processing system to coordinate the imple-
mentation of the method according to the invention. Reference to "at least one computer" is obviously intended to highlight
the possibility that the present invention be implemented in modular and/or distributed form.
[0021] The claims form an integral part of the technical disclosure provided herein in relation to the invention.
[0022] An embodiment proposes a system dedicated to encoding time scalable videos: the system allows to dynam-
ically adapt the temporal prediction structure used for encoding in such a manner to react to the scene changes possibly
present in the input video signal, obtaining greater coding efficiency with respect to the prior art; simultaneously, the
system proposed allows maintaining the temporal scalability characteristics unaltered in the bitsrream produced in output.
[0023] An embodiment in particular regards a video coding system which supports temporal scalability, in particular
using a method for detecting scene change.

Brief description of attached representations

[0024] Now, the invention shall be described, purely for exemplary and non-limiting purposes, with reference to the
attached representations, wherein:

- Figures 1 - 4 have already been described previously,
- Figure 5 represents a technique for bisecting the frame rate in the solution described herein,
- Figures 6 and 7 regard the management of the scene change in the solution described herein,
- Figure 8 is a block diagram of a coding system according to the solution described herein, and
- Figures 9 and 10 are flow charts illustrative of operation of the solution described herein.
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Detailed description of embodiments

[0025] Illustrated in the following description are various specific details aimed at an in-depth understanding of the
embodiments. The embodiments may be obtained without one or more specific details, or through other methods,
components, materials etc. In other cases, known structures, materials or operations are not shown or described in
detail to avoid obscuring the various aspects of the embodiments.
[0026] Reference to "an embodiment" in this description indicates that a particular configuration, structure or charac-
teristic described regarding the embodiment is included in at least one embodiment. Hence, expressions such as "in an
embodiment", possibly present in various parts of this description do not necessarily refer to the same embodiment.
Furthermore, particular configurations, structures or characteristics may be combined in any suitable manner in one or
more embodiments.
[0027] References herein are used for facilitating the reader and thus they do not define the scope of protection or
the range of the embodiments.
[0028] Figure 5 shows, as an introduction, a time scaling method obtainable starting from the structure shown in Figure
4.
[0029] The prediction structure P shown in Figure 4 is characterised by the concept of Group Of Pictures (GOP). Each
GOP includes all the pictures included between two "Key Pictures" at the base time layer L0 and more precisely, in the
example illustrated herein, all the pictures included between the first picture having zero time layer L0 (excluded), up to
the successive picture of zero time layer L0 (included), with a sequence, in the GOP, of pictures of a higher time layer,
i.e. L3, L2, L3, L1, L3, L2, L3. The first picture of the sequence can be considered a special case of GOP made up of
only one picture having zero time layer and encoded as Intra.
[0030] The input video signal is thus encoded as a succession of GOPs, where the length of the GOP (thus corre-
sponding to the distance between two pictures of zero time layer) and the particular time prediction structure used for
encoding the pictures within each GOP determine the time scalability of the bitstream output from the encoder.
[0031] Without derogating from generality, it can be assumed that all the GOPs of the treated sequence have the
same length and use the same time prediction structure. This hypothesis guarantees uniformity in the temporal scalability
over the entire length of the coded sequence, for example through a uniform bisection of the frame rate in case of a
dyadic hierarchical structure.
[0032] The Intra-pictures offer a lower compression efficiency with respect to Inter-pictures. On the contrary, Inter-
pictures cause a progressive deterioration of the quality of the coded video signal, given that the temporal prediction
mechanism causes the error triggered by quantization to propagate cumulatively from one picture to another. Some
pictures of the sequence may be encoded as Intra to stop the propagation of this cumulative error. The ratio between
the number of pictures encoded as Intra and Inter within the sequence represents a trade-off between the compression
efficiency and quality.
[0033] A possible solution provides for establishing a fixed interval between two Intra-pictures, for example one each
0.5s or one each 1s of video. In case of the standard DVD video (which uses MPEG-2) the technical specifications
require a maximum 0.6s interval between two Intra-pictures.
[0034] In case of time scalable coding, it can be provided for that the Intra-pictures always belong to the same time
layer 0. In this manner, the positive effect of the improved quality of the single Intra-picture shall be propagated on all
the other time layers of the sequence, given that they are directly or indirectly predicted starting from the zero layer.
Furthermore, given that the pictures in the zero time layer are intended not to be removed by the scalable bitstream,
they shall be contained in any sub-stream intended to be extracted from the initial scalable bistream, thus stopping the
cumulative quantization error of any possible sub-stream.
[0035] For coding efficiency purposes, it may be suitable that all the other pictures of the GOP, i.e. the time layers
different from 0, be Inter-coded if possible. Inter-coding is more efficient if there is a considerable time correlation between
the pictures of the sequence, which occurs when the pictures represent the same scene (as better observable hereinafter
with reference to Figure 6a). However, when there is a scene change (as better observable hereinafter with reference
to Figure 6b), the time correlation between the pictures preceding the scene change and the subsequent pictures is null
or close to zero, hence motion-compensated prediction is not capable of bringing any considerable advantage and thus
the efficiency of the entire coding process is generally lower.
[0036] The hierarchical prediction used in the example considered herein is of the dyadic type (i.e. of the binary tree
type) and the elimination of each time layer from the bitstream allows the bisection of the time resolution of the output
video sequence, i.e. the reduction of the number of pictures per second ("frame rate").
[0037] The temporal prediction structure shown in Figure 4 is obviously not the only one possible. Other structures
can be used, in particular maintaining the possibility to bisect the frame rate of the decoded sequence for each time
layer eliminated from the scalable bitstream.
[0038] Temporal scalability is advantageous given that it allows adapting the scalable bitstream to the decoding system
that shall process it, in at least two different modes:
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- through adaptation to the maximum computational complexity (i.e. to the maximum power consumption sustainable
or desired in a given moment) in the decoding system. As a matter of fact, by temporally scaling the bitstream, the
number of pictures to be decoded per time unit reduces, hence reducing the complexity of the decoding process
and the respective power consumption;

- through adaptation to possible limitations of the screen the decoding terminal is equipped with, in terms of maximum
number of pictures that can be displayed per time unit. Should the screen be characterised by a lower frame rate
with respect to the maximum obtainable by the scalable bitstream, time scaling of the bitstream up to obtaining the
frame rate meeting the limits of the terminal screen is sufficient.

[0039] Additionally to temporal scalability, the hierarchical temporal prediction leads to the following advantages:

- it allows obtaining a greater encoding efficiency with respect to the classic IBBP or IPPP coding structures used in
almost all video applications according to the MPEG-2, MPEG-4 or H.264/AVC standards (see, for example: H.
Schwarz, D. Marpe and T. Wiegand, "Analysis of Hierarchical B pictures and MCTF", in Proc. of IEEE Int. Conf. on
Multimedia and Expo, Toronto, Canada, July 2006);

- it shows greater robustness against transmission errors, given that each transmission error on a picture belonging
to a time layer Ln shall have an impact only on the pictures belonging to higher time layers, but will not jeopardise
the decoding of the pictures belonging to lower time layers, allowing an easier recovery of the error by the decoder.

[0040] The solution considered herein adopts a hierarchical temporal prediction structure and allows obtaining a higher
coding efficiency in case of scene change in a video coding system which allows the time scalability, i.e. with a hierarchical
structure for motion-compensated prediction of the pictures.
[0041] In an embodiment, its assumed that the scalable video encoder (SE of figure 2) divides the sequence into a
set of GOPs (Group Of Pictures) having an identical structure and length N. Each picture of the GOP (as schematically
illustrated in Figure 4) is identified by a progressive number i and by a time index t which indicates the time layer thereof.
As already explained, the pictures of a time layer greater than 0 are Inter-coded for coding efficiency purposes in each
GOP, while those of time layer 0 (also referred to as Key Pictures) may be Intra or Inter-coded.
[0042] It shall also be assumed that each GOP contains only one Key Picture (L0) corresponding to the last picture
of the GOP itself and that a picture each M of the sequence (IS) encoded as Intra, where M is a multiple of N, which is
the length of the GOP. The encoder incorporates a counter C which starts from the value M and is increased by 1 after
each new coded picture. When the counter reaches zero, the current picture is encoded as Intra and the counter returns
to value M.
[0043] In order to obtain temporal scalability, each Inter-picture belonging to a given time layer t>0 uses pictures
belonging to time layers t’≤t as references for the motion-compensated prediction.
[0044] As long as the input sequence does not contain any scene change (see Figure 6a), the GOPs are encoded as
specified up to now, thus allowing using, to allow temporal scalability, a bisection scheme based on the frame rate as
illustrated in Figure 5: such figure shows how, starting from the GOP structure illustrated in Figure 4, ideally referring to
a frame rate equivalent to 30 Hz, it is possible to perform - for example - a bisection leading to the elimination of pictures
L3 (reducing the frame rate to 15 Hz) and, additionally, a bisection leading to the elimination of pictures L2 (reducing
the frame rate to 7.5).
[0045] When a scene change is detected inside the current GOP (in a per se known manner, see for example US-B-
6 480 543 - already mentioned beforehand), the encoder SE reacts maintaining the time prediction structure inside the
GOP unaltered in such a manner that the time scalability is not jeopardised.
[0046] To do this, as illustrated in Figure 6b and in the diagram of Figure 7, the successive Key Picture of the current
GOP is in any case scheduled to be encoded as Intra, regardless of the fact whether the counter C has reached zero
or not. At such picture, the value of the counter C shall be increased by a value equivalent to M.
[0047] The object of the two previous operations is that of moving the occurrence of the successive Intra-picture of
the sequence from a stable point to a convenient point successively to the scene change. In this manner, the Intra-
pictures are used by the encoder not in an arbitrary manner, but only when actually required, i.e. to recover the coding
quality which is lowered by the occurrence of the scene change.
[0048] Due to this, it is possible for the encoder SE to use Intra Period values greater than usual, obtaining greater
compression and simultaneously maintaining an ideal control of the cumulative error.
[0049] In figure 6b and in the diagram of Figure 7 the scene change is indicated with SC. In the diagram of Figure 7
the first line indicates the Picture number, with the scene change (SC) between scene 1 and scene 2 which intervenes
between picture 3 and picture 4.
[0050] In the example of Figure 7 a sequence of 17 pictures is assumed, with Picture Number from 0 to 16, encoded
with a GOP size N=4 and an Intra Period M=8, thus in the coded sequence there is a key picture each 4 pictures and
an Intra picture each 8 pictures. The type of encoding of each picture together with the corresponding time layer is
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indicated in the second line with the writing "Picture Type".
[0051] The second and third line of Figure 7 indicate, respectively:

- the picture type initially provided for in the coded sequence (had the scene change not occurred), and
- the "new" picture type used in the coding sequence taking into account the fact that the scene change has occurred.

[0052] In particular it is possible to see that:

- the picture 4 successive to the scene change SC, intended to be a picture P0, is instead encoded as an Intra-picture
10, and

- the picture 8, intended to be an Intra-picture 10, is encoded as an (Inter) picture P0.

[0053] It shall be observed that in the example of Figure 7:

- each picture maintains the time layer unaltered,
- the first key picture after the scene change is encoded as Intra, and
- the successive Intra Period is 12 pictures long instead of 8.

[0054] Substantially, the embodiment considered herein provides for detecting the possible presence of scene changes
in the said sequence IS of digital video pictures. In the presence of a scene change SC, the first Key Picture successive
to the scene change SC is encoded as Intra (10) in any case.
[0055] The embodiment considered herein also provides for that, in the absence of scene changes SC, a picture each
M pictures in the sequence IS of input digital video pictures be encoded as Intra. This occurs by activating a count
corresponding to M after each picture encoded as Intra picture, where M is a multiple of N number of pictures included
in each GOP. In the presence of a scene change SC detected in the sequence IS of input video pictures, the above-
mentioned count is activated after the abovementioned first Key Picture successive to the change, which is encoded as
Intra (10) in any case.
[0056] Still in the embodiment considered herein, in the presence of a scene change SC, identified - between the
pictures of the sequence IS included in the count activated after the abovementioned first Key Picture encoded as Intra
in any case - is at least one picture which, in the absence of scene changes SC, would otherwise be intended to be
encoded as Intra. The picture thus identified (the picture 8, in the example of Figure 7) is encoded as Inter (P0).
[0057] Comparing the embodiment considered herein with a traditional encoding (in which the Intra-pictures are ar-
ranged at predetermined intervals), the following advantages are observable:

- better average encoding efficiency, i.e. enhanced average quality considering the same bit-rate, or a lower bit-rate
considering the same average quality;

- better encoding efficiency around the scene change, i.e. related to the pictures immediately preceding and successive
to the scene change;

- improved buffer control for applications using CBR or VBR rate control.

[0058] The rate control processes are based on the detection of the filling level of the encoder output buffer (corre-
sponding to the decoder input buffer). A scene change produces a peak in the buffer filling level due to a lower coding
efficiency. Thus, the detection of the scene change allows the systems provided with the rate control to react in a suitable
manner to best control the compromise between bit-rate and quality in output at the coding system.
[0059] An embodiment provides for avoiding calculating the movement through the time period of the scene change:
each picture successive to the scene change does not use pictures preceding the scene change as reference, and vice
versa.
[0060] An embodiment provides for eliminating useless references from the list of reference pictures of each picture
belonging to the GOP in which the scene change was detected. This process has no impact on the compression efficiency,
but it allows considerably reducing the complexity of the encoding process eliminating useless operations of calculating
the movement between pictures uncorrelated from a time point of view. At the end of the reference elimination process,
should a picture be without possible references, such picture shall be encoded as Intra, though it does not belong to the
zero time layer. In this case the counter C is not reset.
[0061] The block diagram of Figure 8 refers to a possible system architecture suitable to implement the solution
considered herein.
[0062] In the diagram of Figure 8, a sequence of input digital video pictures IS is supplied, possibly through an input
buffer IB, to a time scalable encoder SE which produces a compressed scalable bitstream SBS in output. Reference
OB indicates an output buffer possibly associated to the output of the scalable encoder SE.
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[0063] In compliance with the diagram of Figure 7, each picture of the video sequence IS can be assigned a progressive
number i = 0, 1, 2, ... corresponding to the position of each picture in the initial sequence, i.e. to the order of display of
the picture itself.
[0064] As already observed with reference to Figures 4 and 5, the encoder SE may encode the pictures of the sequence
IS in a series of GOPs (Group Of Pictures), each of which having the same length N. Each picture may be assigned a
second index t indicating the respective time layer, in order to obtain the time scalability. In particular, it can be assumed
that the last picture of each GOP has a zero time layer and that the other pictures have a time layer different from zero,
with a time index encoded in the output bitstream at each encoded picture. The first picture of the sequence, to which
order number i=0 corresponds, may be considered a particular case of GOP made up of a single picture encoded as
Intra and having zero time layer.
[0065] In an embodiment, the length of the GOP N is a power of 2, with the pictures of the GOP numbered from 1 to
N, and the encoder SE may use the following process to establish the time layer of the pictures of a GOP.

[0066] The pictures having zero time layer (L0) may be encoded as Intra (i.e. without motion-compensated prediction)
or as Inter (i.e. using motion-compensated prediction), while it is assumed that the pictures having a time layer different
from zero are encoded as Inter.
[0067] Each picture encoded as Inter motion-compensated with respect to one or two reference pictures selected
from among a list of possible reference pictures. For each picture belonging to a given time layer t, the list of reference
pictures may be built through a process selected in such a manner to contain only pictures having a time layer q ≤ t.
[0068] In order to reduce encoding and display delay, the backward temporal prediction (i.e. using - as reference - a
picture having a greater order number with respect to the current picture) is carried out using - as reference - only pictures
belonging to the current GOP, while the forward temporal prediction (i.e. using - as reference - a picture having a smaller
order number with respect to the current picture) uses pictures belonging to the current GOP or even preceding GOP.
[0069] In an embodiment, each picture of time layer t=0, if encoded as Inter uses - as reference - only the picture of
picture of layer t=0 belonging to the preceding GOP, while all the pictures of time layer t>0 use - as reference - one or
two pictures having order numbers i’ and i" respectively and time layer t’ and t" respectively, having the following con-
ditions:

a. t’<t, with t-t’ smallest possible
b. t"<t, with t-t" smallest possible
c. i’<i with i-i’ smallest possible
d. i">i with i"-i smallest possible

[0070] The first picture of the sequence, identified by i=0, is encoded as Intra. The distance between two Intra-pictures
is assumed predetermined and equivalent to M, where M is a multiple of N. The encoder SE includes a counter started
at value M and decreased by 1 each time a picture is encoded. When the counter reaches value zero, the current picture
is encoded as Intra and the counter C is once again started at value M. In this manner, the pictures encoded as Intra in
the sequence are the pictures having order number i=0, M, 2M, 3M, ... Each Intra-picture always corresponds to the end
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of a GOP in the sequence, or to the first picture of the sequence itself, and thus it is a picture having zero time layer.
[0071] Before encoding each GOP, the pictures may be possibly accumulated in the input buffer IB and subjected to
pre-analysis to determine the presence of scene changes in the GOP. The solution considered herein is also independent
from the method selected for detecting scene changes, which for example may be implemented as described in US-B-
6 480 543.
[0072] In case no scene change is detected in the current GOP, the encoding occurs as specified at the previous points.
[0073] Otherwise, in case of detection of a scene change corresponding to a time period s, with s corresponding to
the order number of the first picture successive to the scene change, the encoder SE operates as described below.
[0074] The last picture of the current GOP where the scene change occurred is encoded as Intra in any case, even
if the counter C thereat has a value different from zero. When such picture is encoded, the counter C is increased by
an amount equivalent to M even if it has not yet reached the zero value. In addition, it is possible to establish that the
counter C can never exceed a maximum value M’. In such case, if C > M’ then the value of C is started at M’.
[0075] Additionally to the previous point, the system may update the list of reference pictures for the pictures to be
encoded inside the current GOP as follows.
[0076] For each picture of the GOP having order number i>=s, all the pictures having order number i’<s contained in
the list of reference pictures are removed from such list.
[0077] For each picture of the GOP having order number i<s, all the pictures having order number i’>=s contained in
the list of reference pictures are removed from such list.
[0078] Possibly, for each picture of the GOP having order number i>=s and time layer t, each reference picture removed
from the list may be replaced by another reference picture belonging to the current GOP of the sequence having index
i’>=s and time layer t’<=t.
[0079] Possibly, for each picture of the GOP having order number i<s and time layer t, each reference picture removed
from the list may be replaced with another reference picture belonging to the current GOP of the sequence (or to a
preceding GOP) and having index i’<s and time layer t’<=t.
[0080] Should the list of reference pictures for any picture of the current GOP remain empty, the picture in question
is encoded as Intra. In such case, at such picture, the counter C shall not be increased, but simply decreased by 1.
[0081] The process for updating the counter C and the ensuing determination of the Intra or Inter coding for each
picture depending on the time layer and the detection of the scene changes in the current GOP is schematised by the
flow chart of Figure 9.
[0082] After an initial step 100, in a step 102 the counter C is increased by 1 before verifying, in a step 104, whether
the count has reached zero.
[0083] Should that be the case (positive result of step 104), in a step 106, the picture type is selected Intra and the
counter is reset to value M.
[0084] Otherwise (negative result of step 104), in a step 108 it is verified whether a scene change has occurred.
[0085] If there has been no scene change (negative result of step 108), the picture type is selected Inter.
[0086] If a scene change has occurred (positive result of step 108), in a step 112 it is verified whether the time layer
of the picture is 0.
[0087] Should the verification give a negative result, after ascertaining the content of the list of reference pictures (step
116), the picture type is selected:

- Intra (step 118) if the list is empty (positive result of step 116);
- Inter (step 119) if the list is not empty (negative result of step 116.

[0088] On the contrary, if step 112 gives a positive result, indicating that the time layer of the picture is 0, in a step
120 the picture type is selected Intra and the count value of the counter is increased by value M.
[0089] In a successive step 122 it is verified whether the count value thus increased is greater than the threshold M’.
[0090] Should that be the case (positive result of step 122), the counter is reset to value M’ (step 124).
[0091] Otherwise (negative result of step 122), the process is concluded (step 126).
[0092] The process of Figure 9 is performed for each picture of the sequence, excluding the first, for which the
"degenerated" flow chart of Figure 10 applies, including, after a start step 200, a step 202 in which the picture type is
selected Intra and the count value of the counter is set to value M, whereupon the process is concluded (step 204).
[0093] The use of the solution described herein is immediately observable from the simple decoding of the scalable
bitstream, which implies the use of all information regarding the time prediction structure, the type of encoding and the
time layer of each picture. Such information shall be the base of correct decoding of bistream and its possible scaling,
and thus it is contained in the bitstream itself.
[0094] The process described herein is suitable to be implemented in an encoder software complying with the SVC
(Scalable Video Coding) standards.
[0095] Experiments carried out by the applicant show that due to the detection of the scene change and the ensuing
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adaptation of the Intra Period (distance between two Intra-pictures) it is possible to encode a test sequence with a 9.14%
gain on the compression ratio considering the same quality when the maximum Intra Period is 32, or up to 10.84% gain
when no limit is set regarding the maximum distance between two Intra-pictures.
[0096] When using a CBR (Constant Bit-Rate) control, comparing the results in terms of quality trend (YPSNR) of
each picture of the sequence, respectively in the case of CBR without controlling the scene change and in the case of
CBR through the process described herein, the solution described herein allows obtaining a much more stable and
uniform encoding quality regardless of the scene changes contained in the test sequence.
[0097] In particular, observing the trend of the quantization parameter (QP) determined by the CBR, in the case of
encoding without controlling the scene change, the QP reaches up to the maximum allowed by the standard, causing
an unacceptable deterioration of the subjective and objective quality of the video, while the encoding through the process
described herein allows maintaining a much better control on the quantization step, which remains on more uniform and
lower values, both averagely and in proximity to the scene changes.
[0098] The solution described herein provides a time scalable video encoding, with the possibility of dynamically
adapting the temporal prediction structure used for encoding in such a manner to react to the scene changes possibly
present in the input video signal, obtaining greater encoding efficiency with respect to the prior art. At the same time,
the solution described herein allows maintaining the characteristics of time scalability in the bitstream produced in output
unaltered.
[0099] Obviously, without prejudice to the underlying principle of the invention, the details and embodiments may vary,
even significantly, with respect to what has been described herein by way of non-limiting example only, without departing
from the scope of the invention as defined by the annexed claims

Claims

1. A method of generating, from a sequence (IS) of digital video pictures, a time-scalable encoded bitstream (SB) by
applying to said pictures a hierarchical prediction (P) wherein said pictures are arranged in Groups Of Pictures or
GOPs including:

- base time layer (L0) pictures, designated Key Pictures and suitable for encoding as Inter or Intra, with and
without motion-compensated prediction, respectively,
- higher time layer (L1, L2, L3) pictures, adapted to be selectively eliminated to effect time scalability of said
encoded scalable bitstream (SB),
the method including:
- detecting (IB) the possible presence of scene changes (SC) in said sequence (IS) of digital video pictures, and
- in the presence of a scene change (SC) detected in said sequence (IS) of video digital pictures, encoding
(120) in any case as Intra (10) the first Key Picture after the scene change (SC).

2. The method of Claim 1, wherein said Groups of Pictures or GOPs include a number N of pictures, the method including:

- in the absence of scene changes (SC) detected in said sequence (IS) of digital video pictures, encoding as
Intra a picture out of M pictures in said sequence (IS) of digital video pictures by activating a count corresponding
to M after each picture encoded as Intra, wherein M is a multiple of said number N,
- in the presence of a scene change (SC) detected in said sequence (IS) of digital video pictures, activating
said count after said first Key Picture encoded in any case as Intra (I0).

3. The method of Claim 2, including, in the presence of a scene change (SC) detected in said sequence (IS) of digital
video pictures:

- identifying, in the pictures in said sequence (IS) of digital video pictures included in said count activated after
said first Key Picture encoded in any case as Intra, at least one picture destined to be encoded as Intra in the
absence of scene changes (SC) detected in said sequence (IS) of digital video pictures, and
- encoding as Inter said at least one picture thus identified.

4. The method of any of the preceding claims, including encoding (202) in any case as Intra (10) the first picture in
said sequence (IS) of digital video pictures.

5. The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein, in the absence of scene changes (SC) detected in said sequence
(IS) of digital video pictures, said higher time layer (L1, L2, L3) pictures are encoded (202) as Inter.
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6. The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein each of said Groups of Pictures includes only one of said Key
Pictures (L0), preferably as the last picture in the Group of Pictures.

7. The method of any of the preceding claims, including, in the presence of scene changes (SC) detected in said
sequence (IS) of digital video pictures, eliminating those pictures preceding, respectively following, the scene change
(SC) from the list of references for the motion-compensated prediction of the pictures in said sequence following,
respectively preceding, the scene change (SC).

8. The method of Claim 7, including, if said list of references is empty due to said eliminating from the list of references
for the motion-compensated prediction, encoding (118) as Intra the picture destined to be predicted starting from
the references eliminated from the list, even if said picture belongs to one said higher time layer (L1, L2, L3).

9. A device for generating, from a sequence (IS) of digital video pictures, a time-scalable encoded bitstream (SB) by
applying to said pictures a hierarchical prediction (P) wherein said pictures are arranged in Groups Of Pictures or
GOPs including:

- base time layer (L0) pictures, designated Key Pictures and suitable for encoding as Inter or Intra, with and
without motion-compensated prediction, respectively,
- higher time layer (L1, L2, L3) pictures, adapted to be selectively eliminated to effect time scalability of said
encoded scalable bitstream (SB),

the device configured for performing the method of any of Claims 1 to 8.

10. A time-scalable encoded bitstream (SB) conveying a sequence (IS) of digital video pictures obtained with the method
of any of Claims 1 to 8, whereby, in the presence of a scene change (SC) in said sequence (IS) of pictures, the first
Key Picture following the scene change (SC) is in any case encoded (120) as Intra (I0).

11. A computer program product, loadable in the memory of at least one computer and including software code portions
for performing the method of any of Claims 1 to 8 when the product is run on a computer.
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